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ABSTRACT 
 
We developed a robust multiscale visual tracker of multiple objects in video using the 
Dual-tree Complex Wavelet Transform (DT-CWT). Real-valued wavelet transforms 
were previously used for visual tracking, but most suffer from shift variance and lack of 
directional selectivity. Therefore, we used DT-CWT to avoid such shortcomings. In our 
tracker, a captured video frame was represented as different subbands using DT-CWT. 
Then we applied N independent particle filters to a small subset of these subbands, 
where the choice of these subbands changed adaptively with each captured frame. 
Finally, we fused the position tracks resulting from these particle filters to obtain final 
position tracks of multiple moving objects in the video. To demonstrate robustness of 
our visual tracker, we compared the performance of our multiscale tracker to a 
standard particle filter full resolution-based tracker and a single wavelet subband (LL)2 
based tracker, our multiscale tracker demonstrates significantly better tracking 
performance. 
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1- INTRODUCTION 
Visual tracking is an important research problem because of its broad variety 
applications that include biomedical, industrial and security applications. Visual 
tracking aims to estimate the states of a single or a group of moving object(s), e.g., 
position and velocity, in a video sequence. Over the past few decades, significant 
progress was made on visual tracking, however robust visual tracking still remains an 
active research topic [1, 2]. Robust visual tracking relates to the capability to avoid 
tracking failures [3] and to track objects accurately in video sequences that have 
challenging conditions and unexpected events [4]. These challenging conditions and 
unexpected events could comprise the presence of 1) background motion and object 
shadows; 2) objects with different sizes and contrast level; 3) low signal-to-noise (SNR) 
ratio; 4) sudden change in scene illumination; and 5) partial object camouflage.  
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Domain transformation could be a possible approach for robust visual tracking, as the 
representation of video sequences in a different domain can suppress effects of both 
noise and sudden changes in illumination. To handle the presence of background 
motion and changes in illumination, the work in [5] used a two-dimensional discrete 
wavelet transform (DWT) to represent a video sequence, but this tracker used only the 
low-frequency subband. As robust tracking of objects with different contrasts and 
different sizes would require information from all DWT scales [6], robust tracking of 
such challenging objects would be likely unachievable using this method.  

To detect the edges map of a moving object at time 𝑡, another work in [7] used the 
dual-tree complex wavelet transform (DT-CWT) to represent three consecutive video 
frames (𝑍𝑡−1, 𝑍𝑡 , and 𝑍𝑡+1). Then two sets of difference-frames were computed based 

on the difference between the corresponding subbands at time 𝑡 − 1 and 𝑡, and the 
corresponding subbands at time 𝑡 and 𝑡 + 1. Then a merger between corresponding 
difference-frames of the two sets were used to obtain the final edge map of the moving 
object.  

Another possible approach for robust visual tracking is to use data fusion in a 
sequential Bayesian framework [4, 8]. Fusion is a common approach to improve the 
accuracy and robustness of a visual tracker [9], where it could be performed by fusing 
1) multiple visual features (cues) in a video frame, 2) independent sources of 
measurements, or 3) tracking paths from different visual trackers, i.e., tracker-level 
fusion. We note that sequential Bayesian trackers, e.g., Kalman filters or particle filters 
could be viewed as information fusers [10] due to their ability to combine observation 
data and a dynamic model for the object into one mathematical framework. That is why 
they are attractive, even though they could be computationally expensive especially as 
the number of tracked objects increases [11]. 

In this paper, we describe a robust multiscale visual tracker that represents a captured 
video frame as different subbands of the dual-tree complex wavelet transform. It then 
applies N independent particle filters to a small subset of these subbands, where the 
choice of this subset of wavelet subbands changes adaptively with each captured 
frame. Finally, it fuses the outputs of these N independent particle filters, i.e., tracker-
level fusion, to obtain the final position tracks of multiple moving objects in the video 
sequence.  

 
2- BAYESIAN VISUAL TRACKING 
 
A conventional Bayesian method for visual tracking uses standard particle filter applied 
to the full resolution video frame. The particle filter provides an approximate solution to 
the states of the moving objects by representing a point mass function as a weighted 
sum of random samples that are usually called particles [12].  
This conventional method could have many limitations when tracking multiple objects 
in video sequences that have challenging visual conditions and include unexpected 
events, including: 
 

1. Presence background motion and shadow could create additional (spurious) 
likelihood modes. 
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2. Presence of objects with different sizes and contrast levels could lead to a 
dominant likelihood problem [13, 14], in which the particle filter’s posterior 
distribution contains multi-modes that represent different objects, but it would be 
dominated by a single object (likelihood mode) that has the largest size and/or 
highest intensity. 

3. Presence of a high level of noise in the video frames could create additional 
(spurious) likelihood modes,  

4. Presence of sudden changes in illumination could lead to sudden changes in the 
likelihood function 

5. Presence of partial object camouflage could produce sudden changes in the 
likelihood modes 

 
3- DUAL-TREE COMPLEX WAVELETS 
 
The dual-tree complex wavelet transform was introduced  by Nick Kingsbury [15] as 
an enhancement to the real-valued wavelet transform [16]. Compared to the real-
valued wavelet transform, the DT-CWT has additional superior features, including: 
 

1. More directional selectivity feature, i.e., it detects the edges in an image along 
six directions at different resolution scales, compared to the DWT that detects 
edges at the vertical, horizontal and diagonal orientations only.   

2. Shift invariance feature, i.e., a shift of a signal does not produce a shift in the 
coefficients of the subbands. This is achieved with a limited redundancy factor of 

only 4 for 2-D images [16]. 
 
To address the above limitations of using a standard particle filter for visual tracking, 
we used the dual-tree complex wavelet transform to represent captured video frames, 
as it has several advantages for visual tracking, including: 

 
1. A wavelet transform, e.g., the dual-tree complex wavelet transform, would be 

suitable for tracking objects with different sizes and/or contrast levels that could 
be present in the same video frame, as it produces subband frames having 
different resolutions (scales). Subband frames with a coarse resolution (large 
scale) are more suitable for tracking large objects and/or objects with a high 
contrast, while subband frames with a fine resolution (small scale) are more 
appropriate for tracking small objects and/or objects with a low contrast [6]. 

2. In visual tracking, different types of object motion, e.g., translation and rotation 
are detected across subsequent frames. Therefore, representing these motion 
translations using a shift invariant transform, e.g., Dual-tree complex wavelet 
transform could produce better visual tracking results [17]. 

3. Dual-tree complex wavelet transform is a natural edge detector that could detect 
boundaries of objects in various directions. It is sensitive to edges along six 

different directions (±150, ±450, and ± 750). 
4. Denoising of a video sequence using wavelets is relatively easy. Typically, it is 

performed by setting small wavelet coefficients to zero. Compared to using a shift 
variant wavelet transform, using a shift invariant wavelet transform, e.g., the dual-
tree complex wavelet transform, would typically result in better denoising 
performance [18]. 
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4- IMPLEMENTATION OF VISUAL TRACKER 
 

To start visual tracking, we constructed a background frame from the full-resolution 
video sequence. Then we applied the dual-tree complex wavelet transform to both 
background and current frames to generate the subband frames. Then we subtracted 
the subbands of the background frame from their corresponding subbands of the 
current frame to produce subband difference frames. We then applied three 
independent particle filters to three adaptively chosen subbands of the difference 
frame. We obtained our final position tracks by fusing the position tracks that resulted 
from our three subband particle filters.  
 

 

5- Background Extraction and Update 

 

We detected moving objects in the video sequence by constructing a frame that 
represents the background. We chose the Long-Term Average Background Modeling 
(LTABM) background extraction method [19], as it is a fast technique that suits the 
real-time requirement of visual tracking. We constructed the initial background frame, 

𝑩𝟎, by averaging the first few frames of the video sequence. Then we transformed, 𝑩𝟎, 
to the complex wavelet domain as described in Section 4.2, to obtain, 𝑩𝟎

𝒔 , the initial 

subband background frames at different 𝒔 scales. At every time instance, the subband 
background frames, 𝑩𝒕

𝒔, were updated as described in [19].  
 

 

6- Generation of Subband Frames 
 

We generated the subband frames, 𝑍𝑡
𝑠 , at different scales s using the dual-tree complex 

wavelet transform. This transform produced two low-frequency subbands, and six high-
frequency subbands that represent detected edges at various orientations. The scale 

𝑠 belongs to the set of all subband frames in levels one and two of the complex wavelet 
tree.  
 

 

7- Generation and Selection of Subband Difference Frames 
 

We generated subband difference frames, 𝐷𝑡
𝑠, by subtracting the current background 

𝐵𝑡
𝑠 from the current frame 𝑍𝑡

𝑠. As an approximation of the energy in a subband, we 
calculated the 𝑙1 norm for each subband difference-frame. Then we kept the three 

subbands having the highest 𝑙1 norm values and discarded the rest. We note that 
discarding the subbands having the lowest energies would result in denoising.  
 

 

8- Generation of Subband Binary Frames and Labeling of Objects 
 

We generated subband binary frames from the three chosen subband difference 
frames through thresholding. Pixels with values above a positive threshold were 
categorized as foreground, and the resulting white pixels in these subband binary 
frames would represent candidate moving objects. After generating these binary 
frames, we implemented morphological operations, including dilation and fill 
operations, to enhance the shapes of the present objects. We then obtained subband 
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labeled frames by identifying the present connected pixel regions, through scanning 
the subband binary frames pixel by pixel from left to right and top to bottom. 
 
 

Implementation of our Subband Particle Filters  
 

We implemented three independent particle filters, where each filter processed one of 
the three subband labeled binary frames obtained in the previous section. These 
subband particle filters continuously updated the kinematic states of the objects 
present in these labeled binary frames. We note that we used a linear motion model 
similar to the one described in [20], and a measurement model based on motion cues 
analogous to the one described in [21]. 

 
 

9- Fusion of the Resulting Position Tracks 
 

Our subband particle filters produced three sets of position tracks corresponding to 
potential moving objects. To obtain the final set of position tracks, we performed an 
object confirmation step by performing a voting for the presence of an object in a 
predefined area, followed by an averaging of the position tracks of confirmed objects. 

To associate an object 𝑖 at time 𝑡 with an object 𝑗 at time 𝑡 − 1, we performed one or 
possibly two inter-frame data association steps. First we used position-gating method 

described in [22] which imposes a distance constrain to associated object 𝑖 with an 
object, 𝑗. If  position-gating method failed, we would resort to gray-scale histogram 
comparison that is similar to the one described in [21]. 
 

 

10- EVALUATION OF TRACKING PERFORMANCE 
 
To demonstrate the improved performance of our multiscale tracker, compared to a 
typical visual tracker using a standard full-resolution particle filter, and to a single 
wavelet subband (LL)2 based tracker [23], we applied it to a challenging video 
sequence that included background motion, shadow, and partial object camouflage. 
 
 
11- Example Demonstrating Object Shadow and Partial Object Camouflage 
 
The video sequence in this example, “OneLeaveShopReenter2front” is from the Caviar 
database (288 x 384 pixels, 25 fps, 558 frames). In this video sequence, two people 
walk in front of a store, while another person exits the store and then re-enters it. To 
quantitatively compare the performance of these three visual trackers, we will define a 
detection frame of a specific object as a frame where this particular object was correctly 
detected by these three trackers. As shown in Table 1, object 1 in this video appeared 
in 54 detection frames, with cumulative track errors of 303 pixels, 439 pixels, 362 pixels 
using 1) standard full resolution particle filter, 2) single wavelet subband (LL)2, and 3) 
our multiscale tracker, respectively. Object 2 in this video appeared in 456 detection 
frames, with cumulative track errors of 1820 pixels, 3296 pixels, 2829 pixels using 1) 
standard full resolution particle filter, 2) single wavelet subband (LL)2, and 3) our 
multiscale tracker, respectively. Object 3 in this video appeared in 116 detection 
frames, with cumulative track errors of 1518 pixels, 1442 pixels, 632 pixels using 1) 
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standard full resolution particle filter, 2) single wavelet subband (LL)2, and 3) our 
multiscale tracker, respectively. These values are a solid demonstration of the superior 
performance and robustness of our multiscale tracker compared to the other two 
trackers. 

 

Table 1. Number of missed object events, average position track errors, and number 
of phantom object events 

Visual tracker type 
Missed object 

(event/558 
frames) 

Average position track error 
(pixel/detection frame) 

Phantom object 
(event/558 

frames) Object 1 Object 2 Object 3 

Full resolution particle 
filter tracker 

55 5.62 3.99 13.08 469 

subband tracker 2(LL) 80 8.13 7.23 12.43 2 

Our multiscale tracker 33 6.7 6.2 5.45 1 

 
12- Demonstrating challenging video conditions 
 
12.1 Object shadow:   

 
Fig. 1 (a) highlights an artifact due to object shadow. Fig. 2 (a), Fig. 2 (b), and Fig. 2 
(c) the visual tracking results, superposed on the 305th video frame, generated by the 
standard full-resolution particle filter-based tracker, the single wavelet subband (LL)2 
based tracker, and our DT-CWT based visual tracker, respectively.  
 

 

Fig. 1. Binary frames generated from the 305th frame using: (a) the full resolution 
frame; (b) subband (LL)2; (c) a chosen subbands in our multi-scale tracker 

(c)  (b)  (a)  

(c)  (b)  (a)  
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Fig. 2. Visual tracking results for the 305th video frame using: (a) the standard full-
resolution particle filter-based tracker; (b) our multi-scale DT-CWT based tracker 

 
We note that our multi-scale tracker overcame the presence of object shadow in this 
video frame. 

12-Partial object camouflage:  Fig. 3 (a), Fig. 3 (b), and Fig. 3 (c) show the binary 
frames generated from the 427th video frame using the full-resolution frame, subband 
(LL)2, and, one of chosen subbands in our multi-scale DT-CWT based tracker, 
respectively. We note that the green box in Fig. 3 (a) and Fig. 3 (b) highlights the 
division of an object into two due to partial object camouflage. Fig. 4 (a),  Fig. 4 (b), 
and Fig. 4 (c) show the visual tracking results, superposed onto the 427th video frame, 
generated by the standard full-resolution particle filter-based tracker and our multi-
scale DT-CWT based tracker, respectively. We note that our visual tracker overcame 
the presence of partial object camouflage in this video frame. 

 

 Fig. 3. Binary frames generated from the 427th frame using: (a) the full resolution 
frame; (b) subband (LL)2; (c) a chosen subband by multi-scale tracker 

 

 

(a) (c) (b) 

(c)  (b)  (a)  

  

(a)  
 

(b)  
 

(c) 
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Fig. 4. Visual tracking results for the 427th video frame using: (a) the standard full-
resolution particle filter-based tracker; (b) our multi-scale DT-CWT based tracker 

13- Example Demonstrating a Change in Illumination and Objects of Different 
Sizes 
 

In the second example, we used the “Meet_WalkTogether2” video sequence from the 

CAVIAR database. In this sequence, two people meet and walk together. The 

challenging conditions present in this video sequence are a change in illumination and 

the presence of objects of different sizes. To quantitatively compare performance of the 

three visual trackers considered here, Table 2. shows that object 1 in this video 
appeared in 109 detection frames, with cumulative track errors of 721 pixels, 738 
pixels, 547 pixels using 1) standard full resolution particle filter, 2) single wavelet 
subband (LL)2, and 3) our multiscale tracker, respectively. Object 2 in this video 
appeared in 8 detection frames, with cumulative track errors of 72 pixels, 101 pixels, 
80 pixels using 1) standard full resolution particle filter, 2) single wavelet subband (LL)2, 
and 3) our multiscale tracker, respectively. Object 3 in this video appeared in 60 
detection frames, with cumulative track errors of 718 pixels, 1023 pixels, 653 pixels 
using 1) standard full resolution particle filter, 2) single wavelet subband (LL)2, and 3) 
our multiscale tracker, respectively. These values are a solid demonstration of the 
superior performance and robustness of our multiscale tracker compared to the other 
two trackers. 

 

Table 2. Number of missed object events, average position track errors, and 
number of phantom object events 

Visual tracker type 
Missed object 

(event/827 
frames) 

Average position track error 
(pixel/detection frame) 

Phantom object 
(event/827 

frames) Object 1 Object 2 Object 3 

Full resolution particle 
filter tracker 

81 6.4 9.04 12 122 

trackersubband  2(LL) 62 6.6 12.7 17.05 0 

Our multiscale tracker 33 6 6.27 6.15 1 

 

14- Demonstrating challenging video conditions 
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Presence of illumination change: Fig. 5 (a), Fig. 5 (b), and Fig. 5 (c) depict the binary 
frames generated from the 31st video frame using the full-resolution frame, subband 
(LL)2, and one of chosen subbands in our multi-scale DT-CWT based tracker, 
respectively. We note that the green box in Fig. 5 (a) highlights an artifact due to the 
illumination change in the video frame.  

Fig. 5. Binary frames generated from the 67th frame using: (a) the full resolution 
frame; (b) subband (LL)2; (c) a chosen subband by multi-scale tracker 

 

Fig. 6. Visual tracking results for the 67th video frame using: (a) the standard full-
resolution particle filter-based tracker; (b) our multi-scale DT-CWT based tracker 

(b)  (a)  (c)  

(c)  (b)  (a)  
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Fig. 6 (a), Fig. 6 (b), and Fig. 6 (c) show visual tracking results, superposed on the 67th 
video frame, generated by the standard full-resolution particle filter-based tracker, the 
single wavelet subband (LL)2 based tracker, and our multi-scale DT-CWT based 
tracker.We note our multi-scale tracker overcame the effect of sudden illumination 
change in this 67th video frame. 

Objects of different sizes: Fig. 7 (a), Fig. 7 (b), and  Fig. 7 (c) show the binary frames 
generated from the 200th video frame using the full-resolution frame, subband (LL)2, 
and one of chosen subbands in our multi-scale DT-CWT based tracker, respectively. 
We note that the object sizes in Fig. 7 (c) are closer to each other than the object sizes 
in (a). Fig. 8 (a), Fig. 8 (b), and Fig. 8 (c) show visual tracking results, superposed on 
the 200th video frame, generated by the standard full-resolution particle filter-based 
tracker, the single wavelet subband (LL)2 based tracker, and our multi-scale DT-CWT 
based tracker, respectively. We note that, due to the presence of a large object, the 
standard full resolution particle filter-based tracker failed to track the smaller object. 
Also, the single wavelet subband (LL)2 based tracker failed to track the small object 
due to using only one subband in a fixed scale: the second scale. Conversely, our 
multi-scale DT-CWT based tracker was able to overcome these problems and 
successfully tracked both the large and small objects. 

 

Fig. 7.  Binary frames generated from the 200th frame using: (a) the full resolution 
frame; (b) subband (LL)2; (c) a chosen subband by multi-scale tracker 

Fig. 8. Visual tracking results for the 200th video frame using: (a) the standard full-
resolution particle filter-based tracker; (b) our multi-scale DT-CWT based tracker 

15- CONCLUSIONS 
 

We developed a robust multiscale visual tracker of multiple objects in video using the 
Dual-tree Complex Wavelet Transform. A captured video frame was represented as 

different subbands using DT-CWT, then we applied 𝑁 independent particle filters to a 
small subset of these subbands, where the choice of these subbands changed 

(b)  (a)  (c)  

(c)  (b)  (a)  
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adaptively with each captured frame. Finally, we fused the position tracks resulting 
from these particle filters to obtain final position tracks of multiple moving objects in the 
video. To demonstrate robustness of our visual tracker, we applied it to videos with 
challenging visual conditions. On comparing the performance of our multiscale tracker 
to a standard particle filter full resolution-based tracker, our tracker achieved 
significantly more accurate tracking results. 
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